
 

 

 

 

Press Release 

Romania, promoted in Istanbul,  

at the World Petroleum Congress Exhibition 

 

 

Romania is being promoted in Istanbul, within the World Petroleum Congress 

exhibition, taking place during July 9th – 13th 2017, in Turkey.   

Romania’s official delegation is led by the State Secretary within the Ministry of 

Energy, Mr. Iulian-Robert Tudorache. 

CONPET S.A., the operator of the National Transport System (NTS) of crude oil, 

rich gas and condensate via pipelines, is the company representing Romania at the 

World Petroleum Congress Exhibition, the delegation being led by Mr. Liviu ILAȘI, 

Director General and Board of Administration Member.  

During the official opening of the exhibition, at the Romania’s stand were present     

Mr. Iulian-Robert Tudorache, State Secretary within the Ministry of Energy; His Excellency, 

Gabriel Șopandă, the Ambassador of Romania to the Republic of Turkey; Berat Albayrak, the 

Turkish Minister of Energy and Mineral Resources, as well as other high-level officials. 

The World Petroleum Congress and Exhibition are held under the High Patronage of the 

President of the Republic of Turkey.  

”Bridges to Our Energy Future” is the theme of the World Congress, the idea being 

reiterated by Turkey’s President, Recep Tayyip Erdoğan, during the official opening.  

Today, in the first day of the event, took the floor Mr. Jozsef Toth, the President of the 

World Petroleum Council; Mr. Boyko Borisov, the Prime - Minister of Bulgaria; Mr. 

Aleksandar Vučić, the President of Serbia; Mr. Ilham Aliyev, the President of the Republic of 



 

 

Azerbaijan; Mr. Binali Yildirim, the Prime - Minister of the Republic of Turkey; Mr. Berat 

Albayrak, the Turkish Minister of Energy and Mineral Resources. 

 

CONPET S.A. is the successful story of the Romanian State, with a value recognized 

on the capital market from Romania and abroad, due to a proficient management who 

fulfilled the excellence standards required by Bucharest Stock Exchange, correctly and 

efficiently administered the business and managed to provide high transparency and 

visibility levels among the shareholders and investors from outside the country. 

 

 CONPET S.A. shares are listed on the regulated market administered by the 

Bucharest Stock Exchange (BSE) and since 2017, our company is included in 7 out of 

the 9 indices of the BSE, which reflects the evolution of the most traded companies listed 

on the capital market and certifies the observance of the corporate governance principles 

in Romania. 

 

 “The major objective of CONPET, for the following period, is represented by the 

interconnection of the crude oil National Transport System with the EU member states, 

at regional level. In this context, the World Petroleum Congress represents for us, both 

the opportunity to enhance our attractiveness to the investors at international level and 

the framework where we shall continue the actions for extending the NTS outside the borders 

of our country” – Liviu ILAȘI, Director General of CONPET S.A.. 

 We continue in the spirit of the three values defining our company: TRADITION, 

SOUL, ENERGY!  

 The three particular values guiding our business enabled us, today, talk about 

CONPET as of an example of professional management which continues and develops 

every day! 
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